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Northern Ballet have the unique distinction of being the premier ballet company in Europe for 

the development of new works based on great literature. Telling stories through dance is their 

domain and they are without peers. This week’s visit by the company to Southampton’s 

Mayflower is proof of point. In taking one of the great works of American literature, The Great 

Gatsby, and translating the words into dance, choreographer and director David Nixon has 

achieved what many would consider the impossible, making a coherent, flowing ballet out of F. 

Scott Fitzgerald’s 220-page book. Not only that he has managed to retain the heart of the story, 

the style, the main characters and the extremes of the classic. Anyone that has seen the Robert 

Redford movie or the Leonardo DiCaprio version will recognise this piece instantly.  

This production might have been first staged back in 2013, but it has the feeling of being fresh 

from the box. Some might say that Gatsby is made for modern ballet, with its high society 

background and the dirty dealings of 1920s America, but anyone that has read the book and 

understands dance will know that most ballets have simple, straightforward plots, Gatsby does 

not. However, Nixon manages to deliver the complicated story in a remarkably simple way, 

through short focused scenes shifting from the grandeur of a party at Gatsby’s house to a less 

reputable shindig at the New York City pad of the morally dubious Tom Buchanan, each set to 

music which could have been written as a score for the ballet. Anyone that hasn’t read the book 

or seen one of the film versions may be advised to read the synopsis in the programme ahead 

of curtain up as its not easy to capture the complexity and subtlety of the novel. If you don’t, it 

won’t detract from your enjoyment, but you may miss some of the nuances. 

The dance, the music, the performances bring the story together and it flows delicately from 

scene to scene with each having its own style ranging from orchestral grandeur through jazzy 

decadence to glamorous tango. The score, selected by Nixon and his two orchestrators John 

Longstaff and Gavin Sutherland from the works of English composer Richard Rodney Bennett, 

could have been written for the piece and as played by the 27 strong Northern Sinfonia under 



the baton of John Pryce-Jones could not have sounded better. A nice touch, when in Myrtle’s 

Apartment a gramophone is played, the song, Irving Berlin’s ‘When The Midnight Choo Choo’ 

fills the auditorium – the recording is of Richard Rodney Bennett singing with Mary Cleere 

Haran at a New York cabaret in 2001. 

Set designer Jérôme Kaplan has magnificently depicted the many scenes determined by the 

book, the boardwalk at Long Island, the gas station, the apartments, the ballroom, all 

seamlessly implemented with style. The sets are cleverly enhanced by Tim Mitchell’s subtle 

lighting designs. 

The principal characters are splendidly cast, especially Dominique Larose as an aggressively 

chunky Buchanan, and Nicola Gervasi, a precise, narrow Nick Carraway (the book's narrator). 

Matthew Topliss plays cuckolded mechanic George Wilson, and in his clever abstraction of busy 

street activity in Manhattan, Nixon's choreography really flies. Abigail Prudames as Myrtle is a 

joy, Dominique Larose is a blithe and impetuous Daisy and Javier Torres exerts his authority as 

Gatsby. The company, whether the people of New York, gangsters, servants or party guests are 

superb and all dance with tremendous dexterity and feeling.  

For me the highlights are the moments spent by George and Myrtle (Matthew Topliss and 

Abigail Prudames), full of love and longing in George’s gas station and in Myrtle’s bedroom. 

They display the full spectrum of emotions from pure physicality to devastating grief. 

There are two words which can sum up this production – Glamorous and Brilliant – if you like 

dance but have always avoided ballet, I can think of no better introduction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


